
CAMPBELL'S

003996 - Soup Tomato Condensed 00016
At Campbell's Foodservice, we're here to be your partner-no matter the season. Delight guests with carefully
crafted soups or use our soup as a base in a creation of your own. It's our mission to serve you and your guests
anywhere on your menu. It's why our extensive line of soups are crafted with carefully selected ingredien...
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REAL FOOD, REAL FLAVOR: A rich and flavorful recipe of savory tomato puree accented with a delicate blend of seasonings.
SIMPLE PREPARATION: A good partner puts in the prep work for you. Just add the appropriate amount of water, then simmer and serve
for a deliciously filling soup in an instant. For a creamier result, add milk in place of water.
VERSATILE STAPLE: It's excellent as is, you can add your favorite ingredients to make this soup your own or you can use as a base to
one of your signature creations.
MENU INSPIRATION: List this savory soup on your appetizer menu or feature as a lunch special with a seasonal salad. Add a small cup
as a side with a burger or a chicken sandwich instead of fries or chips.
NUTRITION MATTERS: Each serving of Tomato Soup has no colors from artifical sources or artifical flavors, making it an option you can

INGREDIENTS: TOMATO PUREE
(WATER, TOMATO PASTE),
WHEAT FLOUR, SUGAR, WATER,
CONTAINS LESS THAN 2% OF:
SALT, CITRIC ACID, ASCORBIC
ACID (VITAMIN C), FLAVORING,
CELERY EXTRACT, GARLIC OIL.
CONTAINS: WHEAT

Contains:

Shelf Life: 2 YEARS; USE BY DATE ON THE TOP OF
EVERY CAN Storage Temperature: 70F Usage:
PROMPTLY REFRIGERATE ANY UNUSED PORTION
IN A SEPARATE CONTAINER. RECOMMEND USE
BY DATE ON CAN END. STORE UNOPENED CAN
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.

- Serve as an appetizer or as a meal
- Excellent for use on soup and
salad bars  - Use an ingredient and
create additional soup varieties

In a 4 quart pot combine one can of
soup and one can of water. Simmer over
low heat, stirring often. For Cream of
Tomato, in a 4 quart pot combine one
can of soup with one can of milk.
Simmer over low heat, stirring often.

CAMPBELL'S Campbell Soup Gravy

00016 003996 10051000000160 12 x 50 OZ  /  CS

41.95 lb 37.5 LB USA No

17 in 12.88 in 7.25 in 0.92 FT3 8x7
730

DAYS
65°f / 80°f
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